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ABSTRACT: Aqueous-phase reforming of organic molecules to
hydrogen is a promising strategy to address the production and
storage of sustainable hydrogen with lower costs; however, the
synthesis of inexpensive transition metal (TM) catalysts with
desirable activity and stability for the reaction is still challenging. In
this work, a green and eﬃcient approach for modulating the
geometric/electronic structure of metal/hydrochar nanocomposites from sustainable biomass was proposed for enhancing H2
production via aqueous-phase reforming of methanol (APRM). A
Ni/HC nanocomposite with a special thistle (a perennial species of
ﬂowering plant)-like three-dimensional (3D) architecture was ﬁrst
constructed as a model catalyst to expatiate the critical role of
modulating an ordered mesoporous structure and interface electron transfer for enhancing APRM. Deliberately balancing
heteroatom doping and soft templates contribute to the successful fabrication of the thistle-like superstructure, and such
hierarchically porous architectures demonstrated eﬃcient catalysis for APRM, owing to their unique properties, including a highly
uniform morphology, narrow particle size distribution, and mesoporous texture with excellent accessibility. In addition, the
experimental investigation and density functional theory calculations both substantiated that the combination of heteroatom doping
and soft templates was beneﬁcial for the strong electronic metal−support interaction (EMSI) of the metal/hydrochar
nanocomposite, which leads to enhanced methanol adsorption, activation, and subsequently improved APRM performance. The
electronic structure of the metal/hydrochar nanocomposite played a more signiﬁcant eﬀect on the intrinsic APRM activity than the
geometric structure like the formation of the thistle-like superstructure. Beneﬁting from the tailored electronic and geometric
structure, the resulting Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 catalyst exhibited an unprecedented average turnover frequency (TOF) of 89.5 molH2/
molNi/min, higher than any other known platinum group metal-free catalysts, approaching the reactivity of the state-of-the-art noble
metal-based APRM catalysts, while showing excellent stability over 10 consecutive reaction cycles.
KEYWORDS: clean and aﬀordable energy, biochar, pyrolysis, hydrogen society, hydrothermal carbonization, metal−support interaction,
supported metal catalysts, heteroatom doping
and storage by stable, liquid media.4−10 Upon APR of liquid
organics, hydrogen can be readily obtained for various
applications such as mobile fuel-cell devices.11 In this context,
APR of methanol (APRM) is particularly attractive (Scheme 1),
owing to its high hydrogen content (18.8 wt %), which is higher
than that of other hydrogen storage molecules, such as
formaldehyde and formic acid.12−14
Previous studies have suggested that the eﬃcient dehydrogenation via APRM requires the addition of a base,15 which presents
a drawback in terms of weight eﬃciency. Most recently, it was

1. INTRODUCTION
Developing clean energy provides a viable option to mitigate
carbon emissions from fossil fuels. Hydrogen is deemed to be
one of the most promising sources of clean energy inherited
from the abundance on earth, high heating value (143 MJ kg−1),
and environmentally friendly products (only water).1 However,
the production and storage of hydrogen remains an engineering
challenge. The current technologies for hydrogen production,
including steam reforming or partial oxidation, involve
cumbersome, energy intensive, and multistage processes. In
addition, the storage of high-pressure or low-temperature liquid
hydrogen consumes too much energy due to its low density,
rendering increased costs versus fossil energy.2,3 In comparison,
aqueous-phase reforming (APR) of liquid organic hydrogen
carriers (e.g., glycerol, xylitol, sorbitol, etc.) under mild and
environmentally benign conditions has attracted considerable
interests because such a scheme facilitates hydrogen production
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Scheme 1. Overview of the Possible Reaction Pathway for
Aqueous Reforming of Methanol via Three Discrete
Dehydrogenation Steps

reactants to intrinsic active sites. To test this hypothesis, we
developed a facile, sustainable self-assembly strategy using
natural biomass-derived precursors to fabricate a metal/
hydrochar nanocomposite with a novel thistle-like microstructure. The microstructured catalysts were found to be
suitable noble-metal-free catalysts with high activity, selectivity,
and durability for hydrogen production via APRM under mild
conditions. Experimental investigation and DFT calculation
were applied to expatiate the critical role of modulating the
geometric structure and interface electron transfer of the metal/
hydrochar nanocomposite for enhancing APRM.

reported that methanol and water can be eﬀectively activated by
a platinum group metal (PGM) catalyst, Pt/α-MoC during the
APRM reaction without any base.16 Obviously, the replacement
of expensive PGM catalysts with inexpensive, highly active, and
durable PGM-free, earth-abundant transition metal (TM)
catalysts for APRM brings more cost−beneﬁt for hydrogen
production. Compared to PGM catalysts, the current TM
catalysts exhibit lower activity and poor durability during
APRM, owing to the leaching of low-valence-state TM species in
acids.17 Increasing the TM content in the precursors does not
solve the problem because too severe aggregation of the
catalytically active TM species will occur during thermal
treatments.18 Therefore, new strategies for enhancing the
activity and stability of TM catalysts for APRM are particularly
interesting but challenging.
The surface chemistry and electronic eﬀects of supported
metal catalysts can be eﬀectively tailored by various supports or a
heteroatom-doping strategy.19−21 On one hand, the careful
choice of the support material for TM should, in principle,
makes it possible to modulate the TM active sites of the APRM
catalyst. MoC, metal−organic frameworks (MOF), or other
inorganic supports such as SiO2−Al2O3 have been developed for
APRM.19,20 However, the carbonaceous support from ubiquitous, nontoxic, and sustainable biomass precursors has
undergone limited development, and even less development
has occurred in terms of their use as the supports of APRM
catalysts. On the other hand, heteroatoms (e.g., N, S, P) can not
only stabilize the metal species on the carbonaceous support but
also tailor the electronic structure of the nanocomposites,
thereby enhancing the catalytic activity of APR reactions. For
example, Gogoi et al.21 reported that Ru decorated on
mesoporous N-doped carbons (Ru/NMC) demonstrated
improved stability and H2 selectivity in APR of glycerol
compared to Ru catalysts on nitrogen-free carbon supports
(Ru/MC). Density functional theory (DFT) calculation
suggested that this enhancement is attributed to the fact that
N doping can inﬂuence the electronic state of Ru through
adjacent carbon atoms, and therefore promote glycerol
adsorption on the Ru atom. Nevertheless, the inﬂuence of the
heteroatom-doping strategy on TM species supported on a
carbonaceous support for APRM is still unknown.
The hydrochar (HC) derived from biomass and its derivatives
produced via hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) is a promising
platform support owing to its unique structure and functionality.
The hydrochar support can not only act as a carbon scaﬀold for
conﬁned metal atoms but also modulate their electronic
structure owing to the abundance of surface electrondonating/accepting moieties, such as quinone/hydroquinone/
phenolic functionalities, without their further functionalization.22−24 We hypothesized that the spatial arrangement of TM
nanoparticles on a hydrochar support has pivotal importance for
the APRM catalytic performance. Accurate fabrication of
hydrochar-based nanomaterials with an ordered, hollow
architecture is expected to facilitate the accessibility of mass/
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Chemicals. Polyacrylate sodium (PAAS) was supplied by
Sigma-Aldrich. Hydrated metal nitrate salts [Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, Co(NO3)2·6H2O, and Fe(NO3)3·9H2O], methanol (99%), glucose
(98%), and urea (98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aladdin.
Deionized (DI) water was used for all experiments, and all chemicals
were used as received without further puriﬁcation.
2.2. Preparation of TM/HC-N-S Model Catalysts. In a typical
procedure, 3.00 g of glucose and a 0.1 M Ni(II) nitrate salt solution
were mixed in 50 mL of deionized water. Then, 1.00 g of urea and 1.00 g
of PAAS were added to the solution and stirred at 430 rpm for 2 h.
Then, the resultant solution was transferred into an autoclave (50 mL)
and hydrothermally treated at 200 °C for 12 h. The solid products were
collected after the autoclave was cooled to room temperature, followed
by drying in an oven at 60 °C overnight. Then, the resultant solid
products were subjected to a thermal activation process, described in
the following. The as-prepared catalysts were placed into a tube furnace
and heated to 600 °C (5 °C min−1 ramp rate) for 1 h under a N2 gas ﬂow
(100 mL min−1). The resulting samples were washed three times with
deionized water and EtOH (after they were cooled to room
temperature under a N2 atmosphere), and then dried in an oven at
60 °C overnight to obtain the ﬁnal catalyst for testing.
The synthesis procedures for standard, nitrogen-free, or templatefree metal-based catalysts were identical to those used for TM/HC-N-S
model catalysts, except that the resulting solution directly underwent a
hydrothermal reaction without the addition of urea or PAAS. The
hydrothermal treatment and thermal activation process were performed
under identical procedures/conditions as those used for TM/HC-N-S
model catalysts, as described above. A series of standard Ni/HC-N-S
catalysts with diﬀerent Ni loadings, nitrogen contents, and PAAS
contents were prepared by varying the concentrations of nitrate salt
precursors (0.05−0.2 M), the mass of urea (0.5−1.5 g), and the mass of
PAAS (0.5−2 g). Hereafter, the catalysts are named Nix/HC-Ny-Sz,
where x denotes the concentration of nickel ions (x = 0.05, 0.1, or 0.2)
in the precursor solutions, y denotes the mass of nitrogen doping (y =
0.5, 1, or 1.5), and z denotes the mass of the PAAS (z = 0.5, 1, or 2).
2.3. Structural Characterization. Nickel loadings on the catalysts
were measured by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES) (Leeman Prodigy). A total of 0.1 g of the
catalyst was digested in mixed acidic solutions of HClO4−H2O2 and
HNO3 in a 1:2:2 volume ratio. The digestate was subsequently analyzed
by ICP-OES. The H2 chemisorption measurement was conducted at 45
°C on a Micromeritics ChemiSorb 2720 analyzer. The catalyst (100
mg) was ﬁrst reduced at 600 °C in pure H2 (50 mL min−1) for 1 h, then
purged with Ar at 300 °C for 0.5 h (50 mL min−1), and ﬁnally cooled to
45 °C. The H2 selectivity in the gas phase was measured using a thermal
conductivity detector (TCD). The crystal phases of the catalysts were
analyzed by X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) on a D8 Advance diﬀractometer
(Bruker, Germany) using graphite monochromatic Cu Kα radiation. Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was conducted using a
Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc Escalab 250Xi spectrometer equipped with an
Al Kα X-ray radiation source. The morphology of the catalysts was
probed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on an SU-8020
(HITACHI, Japan) operated at 5 kV. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) measurements were performed on a JEM-2100 instrument (JEOL, Japan)
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Figure 1. Characterizations of the representative Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 catalyst. (a, b) SEM images, (c) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
mapping, (d, e) TEM images, and (f) HR-TEM image.
2.5. Computational Details. First-principles calculations were
performed using the density functional theory (DFT) method with the
projector-augmented wave pseudo-potentials as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package.15 The electron−ion interaction
was evaluated via the projector-augmented wave method.26 The
electron-exchange and correlation energies were described by the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof function of the generalized gradient
approximation (PBE−GGA) approach.27 The cutoﬀ energy for the
plane-wave basis was set to 400 eV. The convergence criterion was set
to 10−4 eV, and a value of 0.02 eV Å−1 was adopted for the total energy
calculation. The structures for the two representative nanocatalysts with
diﬀerent nitrogen-doping contents were established and optimized
using Gauss View 5.0.8. The geometry optimization and frequency
analysis were performed at the RB3LYP/6-31G(D) level. On the basis
of the optimized models, electrostatic potential distributions were
constructed with Gauss View 5.0. A vacuum region of 15 Å was added
along the normal direction to the slab to avoid interactions between
adjacent images. The Brillouin zone was sampled by a 2 × 2 × 1
Monkhorst−Pack k-point mesh. The adsorption energy Eads was
calculated according to Eads = Eadsorbate/slab − (Eslab + Eadsorbate), where
Eadsorbate/slab is the total energy of a clean slab with adsorbates in its
equilibrium geometry, Eslab represents the total energy of the bare slab,
and Eadsorbate represents the total energy of gas-phase radical species in
free adsorbates.

equipped with a Gatan SC1000 ORIUS camera at an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV. The textural properties of the catalysts were analyzed
on a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument (Micromeritics). The
catalysts were degassed at 150 °C for 2 h under vacuum, prior to the
nitrogen physisorption measurements. N2 adsorption/desorption
isotherms were recorded at −196 °C. The basicity of the catalysts
was investigated with a CO2-temperature-programmed desorption
(TPD) experiment, which was performed on a Micromeritics
ChemiSorb 2720 instrument. For each catalyst, 50 mg of the catalyst
was preheated to 200 °C under Ar (30 mL min−1) to remove the water
and impurities and then cooled to room temperature. Afterward, CO2
was adsorbed at 60 °C under a 10% CO2/Ar ﬂow (40 mL min−1) for 2 h
until the baseline was stable and then Ar was introduced to purge
weakly adsorbed CO2. Then, the temperature was programmed to
increase to 700 °C under an Ar ﬂow at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1,
and the CO2 desorption signal was recorded by TCD.
2.4. Evaluation of Catalytic Performance. APRM experiments
were conducted in a 50 mL stainless-steel autoclave reactor. In a typical
experiment, 200 mg of the catalyst was added to 40 mL of an aqueous
methanol solution (10 wt %), and then transferred to the autoclave. The
sealed reactor was purged three times using N2 and then pressurized to
an initial pressure of 5 bar to facilitate hydrogen production. For each
cycle, the experiment was heated to 250 °C (10 °C min−1 ramp rate) for
1.5 h. Then, the reactor was cooled down to ambient temperature and
gaseous products were collected using a gas sampling bag. The main
components of the gaseous products, including H2, CH4, CO, and CO2,
were analyzed using gas chromatography (GC). Traces of C2+ species
(e.g., alkanes and alkenes) were not analyzed owing to their low
concentrations.25 All APRM runs were conducted at least in duplicate
to ensure reproducibility, and catalyst stability was assessed with 10
successive reaction cycles. In each cycle, the catalyst was evaluated for
APRM, depressurized, cooled to room temperature, separated by
ﬁltration and dried in an oven at 60 °C overnight. Then, the system was
reheated to 250 °C for the next reaction cycle. The reactor was sealed
during the 10-cycle test and no fresh catalyst was used for the stability
test. Ni leaching in the aqueous solution was measured by analyzing the
reaction liquor using ICP-OES.
Averaged turnover frequency (TOF) of H2 production was
determined by the following equation
TOF =

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Characterization of Catalysts. To understand the
underlying mechanism, glucose (a typical sustainable biomass
derivative) was selected as the carbon precursor to implant guest
Ni ions to form catalyst precursors. SEM and TEM characterizations of the representative Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 catalyst conﬁrmed
the formation of the unique thistle-like three-dimensional (3D)
superstructure (Figure 1a,b,d,e). The SEM elemental mapping
(Figure 1c) clearly indicates that C, N, and Ni were uniformly
dispersed in the host framework. XRD patterns of Ni0.1/HC-N1S1 (Figure S1) revealed that no crystalline Ni species is
detectable in the Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 precursor; however, the
characteristic peaks of metallic Ni were apparent in Ni0.1/HCN1-S1 after thermal activation. It is speculated that metallic Ni
was formed from the reduction of Ni2+ by the surface carbon
species or the volatile components (e.g., CO, CxHy) formed
during the heat treatment. Such reduction behavior is consistent
with our previous work.23,24 The HR-TEM image (Figure 1f) of
the Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 catalyst showed well-deﬁned lattice fringes
of 2.01 Å, which match well with the d-spacing of (111) of

R H2
Md × mcat ×

ML Ni
MMNi

(1)

where RH2 is the formation rate of H2, mol min−1; Md represents the
metal dispersion of Ni determined by H2-chemisorption; mcat is the
mass of the catalyst; MLNi is the Ni loading; and MMNi is the molar
mass of Ni.
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Table 1. Various Ni/HC-N-S Catalysts for Generating Hydrogen through APRM
entrya

composite

pH

Ni loadingb (wt %)

Ni dispersionc (%)

TOFd (molH2/molNi/min)

H2 production rate (μmol H2/gram catalyst/s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Ni0.1/HC
Ni0.1/HC-N1
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1
Ni0.2/HC-N1-S1
Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1
Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S0.5
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S2
HC-N1
HC

4.7
7.7
7.6
8.1
8.3
7.1
9.2
7.6
7.8
6.9
4.5

2.3
2.1
2.2
0.9
3.2
2.0
1.9
2.1
2.4
N/A
N/A

13.8
21.6
38.7
19.2
27.4
25.0
29.8
17.4
23.1
N/A
N/A

37.1
42.6
77.2
76.5
71.8
35.2
89.5
31.7
82.3
N/A
N/A

47.5
49.4
98.6
38.5
128.9
39.2
95.8
37.4
102.5
24.2
23.7

Reaction conditions: n(CH3OH):n(H2O) = 1:9, 50 mL of the total volume of the liquid, 200 mg of catalysts, 250 °C, and reaction for 1.5 h. bNi
loadings were measured by ICP-OES. cBased on H2 chemisorption. dAveraged turnover frequency (TOF) was averaged over 90 min.

a

observed in Ni0.1/HC. Unlike Ni0.1/HC, Ni0.1/HC-N1 showed a
nonuniform dispersion of Ni NPs with large sizes of 6−22 nm
(Figure S2e). However, Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 showed uniform
particles with smaller sizes of 2.5−6 nm (Figure S2f). Here,
the soft template of PAAS functioned as a capping agent that
regulated the crystallization process,32 giving rise to a smaller
size and narrower size distribution of the Ni NPs; the generated
Ni NPs further promoted the growth of carbon nanorods on the
surface.33 Both the Ni NPs and the carbon nanorods are critical
elements that contribute to the resultant thistle-like nanoarchitectures.
To further investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent N and PAAS
doping amounts, the surface compositions of Ni0.1/HC, Ni0.1/
HC-N1, Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1, Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, and Ni0.1/HC-N1.5S1 catalysts were examined by XPS. The survey spectra (Figure
S3) revealed the presence of C, O, N, and Ni in all catalysts.
High-resolution XPS scans were conducted in the Ni 2p region
to determine the oxidation states of Ni NPs in these catalysts
(Figure S4). It was observed that all catalysts exhibited Ni 2p3/2
core levels (854.0−855.4 eV) with satellites at approximately
862.0 eV, which conﬁrmed the presence of divalent nickel
compounds. The Ni 2p3/2 binding energy (BE) of 854.0 eV for
Ni0.1/HC was very close to that of pure NiO (854.4 eV),34 which
indicated that NiO weakly interacted with the hydrochar
support. With the addition of the nitrogen source and PAAS, the
Ni 2p peaks shifted to high BEs compared to those of Ni0.1/HC.
Contrasting the case of Ni0.1/HC (854.0 eV), the shift was more
pronounced (855.4 eV) for Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, which indicated
that the addition of nitrogen and PAAS resulted in a
considerable interaction and charge transfer between the
metal and the hydrochar-based support. According to Cao et
al.,35 nitrogen-containing groups served as active sites for the
nucleation and growth of metal NPs, as well as anchoring sites
for stabilizing deposited metal NPs, improving the metal−
support interaction.
The elemental analysis by XPS (Table S1) indicates that
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 has a higher Ni content (1.6 wt %) than the
template-free Ni0.1/HC-N1 catalyst (1.2 wt %) and the other
catalysts. However, Ni atoms in hydrothermal carbon could not
be accurately determined by XPS. Therefore, the Ni content of
the catalysts was further corroborated by ICP-OES. The ICPOES results (shown in Table 1, entries 2, 3, 8, and 9) reveal that
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S2 displayed a high Ni content of 2.4 wt %
compared to the value of 2.1 wt % for the template-free Ni0.1/
HC-N1 catalyst and the other two catalysts (viz., 2.1 and 2.2. wt
% for Ni0.1/HC-N1-S0.5 and Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, respectively).

metallic Ni, conﬁrming the in situ formation of Ni NPs in the
host framework; this observation agrees with the XRD patterns.
The surface composition of the Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 catalyst was
determined by XPS. The survey spectra (Figure S1b) showed
the presence of C, O, Ni, and N in the catalyst before and after
thermal activation. The XPS of the N 1s branch (Figure S1c) for
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 before thermal activation demonstrated that N
was mainly present in the form of pyrrolic N (95.3%) and
graphitic N (4.7%). However, by thermal activation, the N 1s
spectrum of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 could be deconvoluted into four
peaks, including pyridinic N (398.1−398.5 eV, 50.2%), pyrrolic
N (399.3−400.1 eV, 1.5%), graphitic N (400.9−401.1 eV,
37.7%), and oxidized N (401.9−403.2 eV, 10.6%) (Figure S1d).
The mechanisms underpinning the transformation of the
bonding conﬁgurations of N atoms are still under debate,
while there has been increasing evidence and consensus that the
oxidized N and pyridinic N are more stable than pyrrolic N.28,29
According to Wu et al.,30 pyrrolic N can be gradually
transformed into graphitic N as the temperature increases to
800°C. The thermal treatment in this study resulted in a
decrease in pyrrolic N from 95.3 to 1.5% and an increase in
graphitic N from 4.7 to 37.7%; this is in accordance with the
literature. It has also been reported that pyridinic N could serve
as a coordinating site for TM species.31 Accordingly, the
observed increase in pyridinic N (50.2%) content of the Ni0.1/
HC-N1-S1 catalyst after thermal activation is accompanied by an
increase in Ni content from 0.9 to 1.6% for the Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
catalyst (Table S1), suggesting that the thermal treatment
following HTC is an indispensable step for stabilizing and
anchoring TM atoms in the hydrochar support.
To elucidate the role of nitrogen doping and PAAS in shaping
the morphology of the hydrochar-based catalysts, two reference
catalysts were further synthesized. Without the addition of the
nitrogen atom and PAAS, the Ni0.1/HC catalyst (Figure S2a)
possesses a relatively smooth surface and contains micrometersized particles with diverse shapes, such as spheres, honeycombs,
or porous sponges. In the presence of a nitrogen source, the onedimensional (1D) carbon nanorods self-assembled on the Ni0.1/
HC-N1 surface (Figure S2b). However, when a nitrogen source
and PAAS are both present, Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 forms a unique 3D
thistle-like architecture (Figure S2c), with longer and thinner
carbon nanorods than the case of Ni0.1/HC-N1. The TEM
micrographs of the three catalysts (viz., Ni0.1/HC, Ni0.1/HC-N1,
and Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, as shown in Figure S2d−f) were consistent
with the observation by SEM. In addition, well-dispersed Ni NPs
with uniform particle sizes of 2.5−5.5 nm (Figure S2d) were
8961
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Figure 2. (a−d) SEM images of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 catalysts with diﬀerent hydrothermal treatment times and (e) schematic illustration of the
construction of the hydrochar-based catalyst with a thistle-like architecture.

addition of soft templates did not inﬂuence the formation of
metal NPs in template-assisted MOFs.32 However, in the
present study, the crystal structure of hydrochar-based nanocatalysts appear closely correlated to the addition of soft
templates. Meanwhile, the high-resolution Ni 2p signal shows
the absence of metallic Ni on the surface of the catalyst; this is
due to the oxygen passivation of the Ni surface, a common
phenomenon for all metal NPs.
3.2. Dynamic Growth Mechanism of the Thistle-like
Architecture. To gain further insights into the mechanism of
formation of the unique morphology, time-course experiments
were performed for Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 by varying the hydrothermal time between 4 and 12 h. The corresponding samples

Moreover, the Ni content appears to scale linearly with the
content of added PAAS. This can be explained by the cohesive
interaction between the soft template and hydrochar network,
which substantiated a unique conﬁnement eﬀect, trapping more
atomic Ni within the hydrochar network during thermal
activation.
The identical XRD patterns of Ni0.1/HC and Ni0.1/HC-N1
(Figure S5) show that nitrogen doping did not aﬀect the
crystalline structure of the host network. However, the
diﬀraction peaks of NiO were not observed in the XRD of
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, possibly owing to the small crystal size (below
the detection limit of 5 nm) or the amorphous nature of the NiO
in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1. It has been previously reported that the
8962
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Figure 3. Schematic growth mechanism of morphology-controlled hydrochar-derived TM/HC-N-S with a thistle-like architecture.

Chen et al.36 fabricated asymmetric ﬂasklike hollow carbonaceous nanoparticles with a highly uniform morphology using
ribose as a sustainable biomass precursor and P123 as a soft
template. It was reported that the nanoemulsions were initially
formed, then the nanoemulsions can ﬂow out to form a fresh
water−oil interface in which intermediates can self-assemble and
polymerize along the newly formed interface. Furthermore, the
synergetic interactions between the soft template and biomass
greatly aﬀect the formation of the unique structures. In this
work, we used diﬀerent biomass precursors (glucose) and soft
templates (PAAS) to form new PAAS nanoemulsions as the
core. Moreover, we doped nickel and nitrogen into the interface
between PAAS nanoemulsions and water. Therefore, it can be
inferred that the diﬀerence in synergetic interactions between
the soft template and biomass result in diﬀerent morphologies of
the ﬁnal products between this work and the literature. On the
basis of the above analysis, it is concluded that heteroatom
doping and soft templates are both indispensable for superstructure formation. The thistle-like architecture is expected to
exhibit high catalytic properties because the 1D nanorod
ensembles with high speciﬁc surface area and high porosities
are likely to facilitate the facile access of reactants to active sites
for heterogeneous catalysis.
Based on the formation mechanism, this synthetic strategy
can be further extended to other TM species. In fact, the use of
other TM precursors, viz., Co and Fe, was attempted. Figure S6
shows a comparison of the micrographs of Co0.1/HC-N1-S1
(Figure S6a−c) and Fe0.1/HC-N1-S1 (Figure S6d−f) after
thermal activation. Both SEM and TEM images showed that two
metal species-supported nanostructures exhibit a thistle-like
morphology, closely resembling Ni-based catalysts. However,
the exact dimensions of the nanorods in Co0.1/HC-N1-S1 and
Fe0.1/HC-N1-S1 are slightly diﬀerent from those in Ni0.1/HCN1-S1, as illustrated in Table S2. Thus, it is speculated that the
thistle-like architecture can be modulated by varying the guest
TM ions, as schematically illustrated in Figure 3. In summary,
the mechanism involving interplays among heteroatom doping,
soft templates, and biomass can be employed as a general
mechanism for preparing nanostructured TM catalysts with
thistle-like architectures.
3.3. APRM Catalytic Performance. To evaluate the
catalytic activities of the hydrochar-based nanocatalyst with a

were denoted as Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1-x (x refers to 4, 8, and 12 h).
SEM images showed that the morphology of catalysts for
diﬀerent hydrothermal times were considerably diﬀerent
(Figure 2). At an early stage, the monosaccharide of glucose
was hydrolyzed to organic acids (e.g., formic, acetic, and lactic
acids) in an acidic environment, PAAS nanoemulsions were
initially formed from the aggregated micelles and functioned as
both the template and the benign media for the amphiphilic
derivatives of glucose. Then, the polymerization of glucose
derivatives occurred at the interface between PAAS nanoemulsions and water, which impeded the aggregation/phase
separation of nanoemulsions and resulted in the formation of
carbon nanospheres coated with carbonaceous shells. Accordingly, the interconnected carbon nanospheres with a smooth
surface were observed in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1-4 (Figure 2a), which
conﬁrmed the conﬁnement eﬀect owing to the strong cohesive
interface interactions between the soft template and host
networks in the solution phase.
As time progressed, the swelling of the nanoemulsions
induced a tensile stress, which cracked the carbonaceous shells.
When the reaction time was extended to 8 h, multiple
carbonaceous shells with ﬂat or curved trenches were clearly
formed (Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1-8, Figure 2b,c). In addition, the
incorporation of nitrogen into the hydrochar framework
ruptured the carbonaceous shells owing to the expansion of
nitrogen conﬁgurations from planar (e.g., pyrrolic N) to
nonplanar (e.g., graphitic N), as conﬁrmed by the XPS results
(Figure S1c,d). Simultaneously, the well-arranged nanosheet
arrays were formed by pitting and etching of Ni NPs,33 whereas
the release of gases (e.g., CO and CH4) from hydrochar
decomposition during thermal treatment resulted in small
openings on the carbon layers.
As the reaction time further increased to 12 h, cross-linked 1D
nanorods were formed by the well-aligned arrays of nanosheets
in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1-12. As conﬁrmed by TEM (Figure S2f), the
interconnected carbon nanorods have one end free-standing and
the other end attached to the host framework. Finally, a unique
thistle-like architecture was successfully fabricated (Figure 2d).
As such, the proposed growth mechanism for the unique thistlelike architecture is supported by the experimental observations
and schematically depicted in Figure 2e.
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Figure 4. Methanol conversion and H2 concentration for diﬀerent hydrochar-based catalysts during the APRM reaction.

HC-N-S catalysts was further determined by H2 chemisorption
(Table 1). It can be seen that the co-addition of PAAS and
nitrogen into the hydrochar framework gives rise to high Ni
dispersion. Moreover, the Ni dispersion of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1,
Ni0.2/HC-N1-S1, Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S2, Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1, and Ni0.1/
HC-N1-S2 catalysts is higher than those of Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1 and
Ni0.2/HC-N1-S0.5, which further supports the correlation among
high APRM activity, small metal NP particle size, and high metal
dispersion of hydrochar-based TM/HC-N-S catalysts. This
observation is consistent with the previously reported behavior
of carbon nanotube-supported Pt−Ni catalysts during APR of
glycerol.37
It should be noted in Figure 4 that although the H2 selectivity
(%) of Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1 (97.3%) was higher than that of Ni0.1/
HC-N1-S1 (91.5%), the methanol conversion eﬃciency was
increased rapidly from 82.5% for Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1 to 92.7% for
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1. Besides, the H2 production rate was substantially increased from 38.5 μmol H2/gram catalyst/s for Ni0.05/
HC-N1-S1 to 98.6μmol H2/gram catalyst/s for Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
(Table 1). The characterization of the two catalysts (Table 1)
suggested that Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 had higher Ni dispersion
(38.7%) than that of Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1 (19.2%). Besides, as
shown in Figure S7 and Table S3, the crystal size of the metallic
Ni NPs of fresh Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (5.7 nm) was smaller than that
of Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1 (9.5 nm). After the APRM reaction, the
crystal size of the metallic Ni NPs of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (6.9 nm)
was also smaller than that of Ni0.05/HC-N1-S1 (13.1 nm).
Therefore, it is veriﬁed that the increase in methanol conversion
eﬃciency and the H2 production rate by increasing Ni loading is
because the smaller size of the Ni crystallites with better
dispersion could provide more active sites for methanol
conversion during the APR reaction. Roy et al.38 synthesized
the Ni/Al2O3 catalyst for APR of ethanol, and it was
demonstrated that increasing Ni loading from 2 to 10 wt %
resulted in a decrease in H2 selectivity from 71−83 to 63−68%
under diﬀerent APR reaction temperatures. Lin et al.17 reported
that the H2 production rate for APR of methanol by Pt/α-MoC
catalyts was gradually increased from 76.2 to 129.6 μmol H2/
gram catalyst/s by increasing the Pt loadings from 0.2 to 2 wt %.

novel thistle-like superstructure, a series of APRM model
reactions were performed. The methanol conversion and gas
composition during APRM in the presence of diﬀerent catalysts
are plotted in Figure 4. The APR conversion eﬃciencies of
methanol were both lower than 40% in the presence of HC and
HC-N1 catalysts and CO2 accounts for the major gas
composition, verifying the low APRM catalytic activity of the
hydrochar support. For Ni-supported hydrochar or nitrogendoped hydrochar (Ni0.1/HC and N0.1/HC-N1), the methanol
conversion and hydrogen selectivity were increased approximately to 68.9−75.5 and 75.6−77.1%, respectively. With the
co-addition of the PAAS and nitrogen, the synthesized catalysts
exhibited improved APRM performance both in terms of high
methanol conversion (79.8−98.6%) and hydrogen selectivity
(83.8−97.3%). Moreover, decreasing Ni loading or increasing
the contents of nitrogen doping/PAAS addition contribute to
enhancing hydrogen selectivity. Overall, it is envisaged that the
construction of hydrochar-based nanocatalysts in the presence
of heteroatom doping and a soft template is responsible for the
high APRM activity and selectivity, which will be probed by
characterizing the catalysts before and after catalytic tests to
elucidate the relationship between the APRM activity and
catalyst composition.
XRD analyses of the fresh catalysts with diﬀerent formulations
(Figure S7) show the broadened reﬂections of metallic Ni
(JCPDS 04-0850) in all samples; some catalysts also exhibited
diﬀraction peaks corresponding to the NiO phase (JCPDS 221189). A comparison of the crystal size of metal NPs, estimated
by the Scherrer equation (Table S3), indicates that the catalytic
reaction in the presence of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, Ni0.2/HC-N1-S1,
Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S2, Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1, and Ni0.1/HC-N1-S2 catalysts resulted in a slight growth of metallic Ni NPs, from 5.7, 7.1,
8.3, 5.5, and 8.9 nm to 6.9, 8.4, 9.6, 6.7, and 10.7 nm,
respectively. The stability of the crystal size agrees well with the
high APRM performance seen in Figure 4. However, Ni0.05/HCN1-S1 and Ni0.2/HC-N1-S0.5 catalysts showed considerable
growth in the particle size from 9.5 and 14.2 nm to 13.1 and
24.9 nm, respectively. This is evidence that considerable metal
NP agglomeration occurred in these two catalysts, resulting in
decreased APRM activity. The Ni metal dispersion of the Ni/
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Figure 5. Comparison of the activity of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 in this work and various platinum group metal and transition metal catalysts in the APR
reaction.

addition content result in a great diﬀerence in Ni dispersion and
the particle size of metallic Ni NPs. Increasing nitrogen doping
or the PAAS addition content will increase Ni dispersion and
promote the generation of smaller metallic Ni NPs. It is veriﬁed
that the smaller size of the Ni crystallites with better dispersion
could provide more active sites for methanol conversion during
the APR reaction, thus contributing to a higher TOF value.
For the APRM reaction, acidic supports beneﬁt alkaline
formation, whereas basic supports promote H2 production
because the basic sites are essential for the water−gas shift
reaction.39−41 The least-squares ﬁtting of the N 1s spectra
(Figure S8) of the representative Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1, Ni0.1/HCN1-S1, Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1, and Ni0.1/HC-N1 catalysts revealed the
surface distributions of four types of N species, viz., pyridinic N,
pyrrolic N, graphitic N, and oxidized N. With the increase in
nitrogen content from Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1 to Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1,
the content of pyridinic N also increased from 49.1 to 57.2%
(Figure S9). The lone pair on pyridinic N endows the N-doped
carbon materials with Lewis basicity.42 In the present study, the
pH value of the reaction system (acidic or alkaline) was
eﬀectively modulated by the nitrogen-doping amount. The pH
measurements shown in Table 1 conﬁrmed the increase in
reaction basicity with the nitrogen content in the hydrochar
support. We further investigated the amount and strength of the
basicity for the two representative catalysts of Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1
and Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 by CO2-TPD (Figure S10). The CO2
desorption proﬁles of Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1 (Figure S10a) exhibited
two major peaks corresponding to weak (α), and strong (σ)
basic sites accompanied by a tiny peak of moderate basic sites.
By contrast, the CO2 desorption proﬁles of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1
(Figure S10b) exhibited two major peaks of moderate (γ) and
strong (σ) basic sites. Besides, as shown in Table S5, the total
desorbed CO2 amount for Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (151.3 μmol g−1)
was higher than that of Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1 (132.7 μmol g−1). It
can be safely concluded that the catalyst basicity could be
eﬀectively modulated by the nitrogen-doping content. These
results, in conjunction with the previous detailed reports on the

Consequently, the results in this work are consistent with
previous literature.
The intrinsic APRM activities are further characterized by the
turnover frequency (TOF). As shown in Figure 5 and Table S4,
the exceptional activity of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 in this work exceeds
the values of all previously reported PGM-free catalysts,
approaching those of state-of-the-art noble metal-based
catalysts. The eﬀect of synthetic variables on the APRM
performance were further calculated, as shown in Table 1. First,
the metal-free hydrochar (HC) and nitrogen-doped hydrochar
(HC-N1) showed sluggish kinetics and produced the least
amount of H2. For nickel-supported nitrogen-doped HC (Ni0.1/
HC-N1), poor ARPM activity was also detected, with a relatively
low TOF (42.6 molH2/molNi/min), which is comparable to the
catalyst values obtained without nitrogen doping (Ni0.1/HC,
entry 1 in Table 1). Remarkably, the addition of PAAS to the
host nickel (Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1) boosted the APRM performance
with an increase in TOF to 77.2 molH2/molNi/min (entry 3 in
Table 1). The intrinsic activity continues to increase with
increasing PAAS content (entries 3, 8, and 9 in Table 1). The
APRM activity also correlated well with the nitrogen doping
amount. An increase in nitrogen doping improved the TOF from
35.2 to 89.5 molH2/molNi/min (entries 3, 6, and 7 in Table 1).
As shown in Table 1, the Ni dispersion of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1
(29.8%) was higher than that of Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1 (25.0%). The
Ni dispersion of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S2 (23.1%) was higher than that
of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S0.5 (17.4%). Besides, as shown in Table S3, the
particle size of metallic Ni NPs of fresh Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (5.5
nm) was smaller than that of Ni0.1/HC-N0.5-S1 (8.3 nm). The
particle size of metallic Ni NPs of fresh Ni0.1/HC-N1-S2 (8.9
nm) was smaller than that of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S0.5 (14.2 nm). After
the APRM reaction, the particle size of metallic Ni NPs of fresh
Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (6.7 nm) was also smaller than that of Ni0.1/
HC-N0.5-S1 (9.6 nm). The particle size of metallic Ni NPs of
fresh Ni0.1/HC-N1-S2 (10.7 nm) was also smaller than that of
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S0.5 (24.9 nm). Therefore, it can be observed that
the subtle modulation of nitrogen doping and the PAAS
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bonding conﬁgurations of N atoms in the carbon matrix,
indicated that the improved APRM activity was related to the
basicity of the hydrochar support, which was eﬀectively
modulated by the nitrogen content and the subsequent
formation of pyridinic N. Similarly, Oliveira et al.42 reported
that Pt supported on carbon black with a moderate basic
character showed better APRM performance than Pt catalysts
supported on commercial activated carbon.
The long-term stability of the hydrochar-derived TM/HC-NS catalysts was examined in a 10-cycle test using two
representative catalysts, viz., Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 and Ni0.1/HCN1-S1. The methanol conversion and H2 selectivity achieved by
the two catalysts, as functions of the number of recycles, are
shown in Figure 6. Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 exhibited a slight decrease in

patterns of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 before
reaction, after 1 cycle and after the 10 cycles (Figure S13),
show that the Ni NP size in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 increases from 5.7
to 6.9 nm after the 1st run, and further increases to 7.8 nm after
the 10th run. In the case of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1, the Ni particles’
size increased from 5.5 to 6.7 nm after the 1st run and to 10.2 nm
after the 10th run.
3.4. Electronic and Geometric Properties. The experimental evidence so far suggests that the interaction between the
active metal and support considerably inﬂuences the intrinsic
activity of the catalysts. Speciﬁcally, interplay among the PAAS,
the doped nitrogen, and nickel nanocrystals results in
pronounced metal−support interactions over the hydrochar
substrate, as corroborated by the conﬁnement eﬀect and the
charge transfer observed by the XPS analysis. This interaction
modiﬁed the electronic structure of the Ni NPs during the hightemperature activation process, which also produced an
exceptionally high density of electron-deﬁcient surface Ni−N4
sites (exclusive Ni−N4 sites) for the adsorption and activation of
methanol. Concurrently, the substrate of nitrogen-doped
hydrochar possessed high water-dissociation activity, which
generated abundant surface hydroxyl groups and boosted the
kinetics of reforming of intermediates at the interface between
the nickel and nitrogen-doped hydrochar support. Thus, these
two eﬀects render the catalyst outstanding activity and excellent
stability during the APRM process.
Although Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 has the highest nitrogen content,
the peaks of its Ni 2p spectra shifted to low BEs (855.1 eV)
compared to Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (855.4 eV) (Figure S4). This
result suggests that while the doped nitrogen is essential in
promoting the electronic metal−support interaction (EMSI),
excessive nitrogen doping could reduce the EMSI between the
metal nanoparticles and hydrochar support. First-principle
calculations were conducted to probe the electronic structures
on the surfaces of the two representative catalysts (viz., Ni0.1/
HC-N1-S1 and Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1) with diﬀerent nitrogendoping amounts. First, model structures of the two catalysts
were constructed based on the characterization results. The
geometries were optimized by DFT calculations. Based on the
results of the DFT calculations, the Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 catalyst
exhibited a higher adsorption energy for nickel atoms (−7.86 eV
in Figure 7a) than Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (−6.34 eV in Figure 7d),
which is consistent with the high stability of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, as
seen in Figure 6. In addition, the calculated adsorption charge
densities (Figure 7b,e) showed that more electrons were
donated from nickel atoms to the hydrochar framework in
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (1.17 eV) than in Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (0.93 eV).
These results revealed that EMSI could be eﬀectively modulated
by the nitrogen-doping amount and is in agreement with the
XPS analysis (Figure S4). The role of the N dopant in
determining the electronic properties of the catalyst was further
elucidated through the density of states (DOS) analysis, which
was evaluated by the PBE−GGA functional. The integral area of
the DOS plots of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (22.04 eV in Figure 7c) is
higher than that of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (19.65 eV in Figure 7f),
which conﬁrmed the stronger EMSI of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1.
DFT calculations were also conducted to investigate the
methanol adsorption mechanism. When methanol was absorbed
on Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, the C−H distance was increased from 0.950
to 1.099 Å, while the C−O distance was shortened from 1.510 to
1.461 Å (Figure S14); similar changes in the bond length were
seen on Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. These results indicated that H2
production via APRM was eﬀectively enhanced by the codoping

Figure 6. Evolution of methanol conversion and H2 selectivity as a
function of recycling time for Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1.

methanol conversion (5.5%) and H2 selectivity (9.9%) after 10
cycles, which demonstrated its excellent durability. Compared to
the promising stability of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1, the methanol
conversion and H2 selectivity of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 decreased
considerably from 95.9 and 94.6% in the ﬁrst run to 59.1 and
52.7% after 10 runs, respectively, although the initial activity of
Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 was much higher (TOF of 89.5 and 77.2
molH2/molNi/min for Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 in the ﬁrst cycle). For
both catalysts, the concentration of Ni measured in the reaction
liquor was less than 1 ppm, which excludes metal leaching as a
possible reason for the activity loss. As shown by TEM (Figure
S11), the unique thistle-like architecture of Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 was
well preserved after the 10-cycle test, whereas the edges of the
hydrochar framework of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 partially collapsed. In
addition, coke deposition on the surface of these two catalysts
was not uniform. To further elucidate the eﬀect of coke
deposition on catalyst activity, the two samples after 10 cycles
were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy (Figure S12). The
intensity ratio (ID/IG) of carbon in Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 greatly
increased from 0.785 to 0.831, whereas that on Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
increased slightly from 0.762 to 0.778 after the 10-cycle test.
This result suggests the deposition of additional amorphous
carbon on the surface of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1, while Ni0.1/HC-N1S1 exhibited higher coke resistance owing to the better metal−
support interaction than the case for Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1, as
illustrated by the XPS analysis (Figure S4). Under aggressive
reaction conditions (e.g., strong basicity and high temperature),
the metal NPs of the supported catalysts are prone to
agglomeration to form larger particles. Accordingly, the XRD
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Figure 7. Top view (top row) and side view (bottom row) of DFT-optimized interaction conﬁgurations for nickel atoms and the hydrochar support:
(a) Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and (d) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. Top view (top row) and side view (bottom row) of the adsorption charge density: (b) Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
and (e) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. DOS plots: (c) Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and (f) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. The brown, pink, red, blue, and green spheres represent carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and nickel, respectively.

0.303, and 0.266), which agrees with the calculated methanol
adsorption energies for the two catalysts (Figure 8).
Besides the primary EMSI eﬀect, the hydrochar support itself
might also contribute to the APRM activity. The host hydrochar
framework was characterized by Raman spectroscopy (Figure
S15). The D band at 1347 cm−1 was assigned to structural
defects in the graphitic structure, while the G band at 1583 cm−1
was attributed to sp2-bonded pairs.42 As shown in Figure S15b,
the intensity ratio (ID/IG) increased with the addition of the
PAAS or increase in Ni content. In addition, the increase in
nitrogen content is correlated with the increase in the ID/IG
ratio, indicating that more structural defects were generated in
the presence of nitrogen and PAAS, which probably beneﬁted
the strong covalent bonding between N and Ni atoms. The
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) analysis (Table S6) showed
that the introduction of nitrogen and PAAS signiﬁcantly aﬀected
the porosity of the resultant catalyst structures because the
formation of the unique thistle-like nanoarchitecture greatly
favored the increase in BET surface area from 8.25 to 55.98 m2
g−1. Moreover, an increase in the amount of guest Ni species
facilitated more micropore formation, while an increase in
nitrogen and PAAS concentrations promoted the formation of
mesopores and the Barrett−Joyner−Halenda (BJH) pore
volume. The textural properties of the support considerably
aﬀected the APRM performance. Wang et al.43 concluded that a
high mesopore volume facilitated the rapid transport of
reactants and products. Similarly, Kim et al.44 reported that
the APR of glycerol on mesoporous carbon-supported Pt
catalysts exhibited a higher H2 production rate than that of Pt
supported on activated carbon with microporous textures.
Therefore, the above results conﬁrmed that both nitrogen and
PAAS are essential for the fabrication of the hydrochar-based

of nitrogen and PAAS to the hydrochar-derived TM/HC-N-S
catalysts. Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 exhibited higher adsorption energy
for methanol (−3.94 eV in Figure 8a) than Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
(−2.21 eV in Figure 8d). In addition, more electrons were
donated from methanol to nickel NCs on Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1
(0.082 eV in Figure 8b) than on Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (0.078 eV in
Figure 8e), in good agreement with the higher TOF measured
on Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (89.5 molH2/molNi/min) than on Ni0.1/
HC-N1-S1 (77.2 molH2/molNi/min) (see Table 1). According to
Yu et al.,15 the more negative the adsorption energy, the stronger
the methanol adsorption strength. Therefore, Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1
demonstrated higher initial APRM activity than that of Ni0.1/
HC-N1-S1. DOS analysis was performed to further examine the
interactions between methanol and the catalyst. By comparing
the DOS plots (Figure 7c,f) of nickel adsorption and methanol
adsorption (Figure 8c,f), it can be concluded that more electrons
were donated from nickel to the hydrochar support in Ni0.1/HCN1-S1, resulting in electron-deﬁcient Ni sites, which have lower
aﬃnity for methanol than the Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 composite.
Mapping (Figure 9) of the two representative catalysts revealed
that the nitrogen-doping and methanol adsorption processes
considerably altered the electron distribution and surface
chemistry of the active sites. N doping also makes the
neighboring C atoms more positively charged. Speciﬁcally, the
Mulliken atomic charges of the C atoms adjacent to the N atoms
in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (viz., 0.372, 0.167, 0.276, and 0.169) were
higher than those of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (viz., 0.338, 0.150, 0.219,
and 0.158), which suggested a stronger EMSI in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1
than that in Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. However, after methanol
adsorption, the Mulliken atomic charges of the surrounding C
atoms in Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 (0.339, 0.289, 0.182, and 0.094)
become lower than those in Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1 (1.027, 0.417,
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Figure 8. Top view (top row) and side view (bottom row) of DFT-optimized interaction conﬁgurations for methanol adsorption on the catalyst: (a)
Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and (d) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. Top view (top row) and side view (bottom row) of the adsorption charge density: (b) Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and
(e) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. DOS plots: (c) Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and (f) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1. The brown, pink, red, blue, and green spheres represent carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and nickel, respectively. For clarity, the C atoms from CH3OH are gray.

Figure 9. ESP distribution of representative catalysts before and after methanol adsorption: (A, B) Ni0.1/HC-N1-S1 and (C, D) Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1.
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catalyst with the unique thistle-like architecture, EMSI, and
mesoporous texture, which jointly boosted the activity and
rendered the catalysts with a high rate of hydrogen production
via APRM in the absence of any base. The experimental
investigation and DFT calculations showed that the speciﬁc
geometric and electronic properties induced by the doping of
nitrogen and PAAS were essential for stabilizing metal NPs, and
thus, suppressing Ni agglomeration and enhancing the longterm stability of the hydrochar-based nickel catalysts during the
APRM reaction.

crystal size of metal NPs in hydrochar-based catalysts
before and after the APRM reaction; summary of the
activity of various platinum group metal and transition
metal catalysts in the APR reaction; and surface areas,
total pore volumes, and average pore diameters of
representative hydrochar-derived Ni/HC-N-S catalysts
(PDF)
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a general strategy has been developed for the
fabrication of thistle-like superstructured metal/hydrochar
nanocomposites. By introducing guest nitrogen and PAAS
into the hydrochar framework, the hydrochar-supported TM
catalysts were self-assembled into a thistle-like 3D architecture.
The unique superstructure and the EMSI arising from the strong
covalent bonding between Ni and N atoms, as well as the
mesoporous texture, enabled eﬃcient and base-free hydrogen
production from APRM with a maximum TOF of 89.5 molH2/
molNi/min (in the case of Ni0.1/HC-N1.5-S1). The Ni0.1/HC-N1S1 demonstrated long-term stability and a high resistance against
coke deposition over 10 consecutive reaction cycles. The
experimental investigation and DFT calculations showed that
the combination of heteroatom doping and soft templates
enhanced the metal−support interaction and promoted the
interactions between methanol and the active sites, making the
hydrochar-derived TM/HC-N-S catalysts promising for eﬃcient hydrogen production by APRM. The general strategy of
designing and synthesizing low-cost, high-performance, nonprecious metal catalysts derived from earth-abundant biomass
with a unique thistle-like 3D architecture and EMSI has
promising potential to be adapted for the fabrication of
functional nanomaterials in energy, catalysis, and environment
applications.
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